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What do you wish to learn about contemporary art at S.E.A. Focus?

INTRODUCTION
This Education Guide has been produced by STPI to support the 2020 edition of S.E.A. Focus. This is the
second edition of the showcase of contemporary art from Southeast Asia, where S.E.A. Focus provides a
platform to foster appreciation and engagement with the art and artists from the region.

The accompanying Education Guide consists of a series of guiding questions on the artworks and related
insights into the artists. In enabling learners to navigate through the contemporary artworks, artworks have
been selected for this guide based on its form (materials used) and context (cultural significance)
surrounding the production of the work. Throughout the resource, look out for information on how material,
culture and patronage are significant to the way contemporary artists work.

This guide offers:
Images and information on the artworks.
Guiding Questions for viewing and discussing.
Useful keywords and insights to challenge learners’ further exploration.

The questions and images are to be used for educational purposes only.
For more information on the exhibition and scheduling a visit for your learners, please visit
https://seafocus.sg/visitor-information/.
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Today’s cultural patronage is a complex landscape, as art infrastructures continue to grow and adapt against
the backdrop of rapid technological development and globalization. Artists, collectors, curators and
professionals are transitioning more and more between the commercial and the institutional, the
corporate and the nonprofit.
1

ArtAsiaPacific: Expanding The Vision For Arts Patronage
1

For full article, read: http://artasiapacific.com/Magazine/102/ExpandingTheVisionForArtsPatronage
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THE USE OF REPRESENTATIONAL ELEMENTS
CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE

Jan Manton Art (AU)
Artist: Heri Dono
Title: Oligarchy Creature, 2015
Medium: Acrylic on Canvas
● Further Insights
The characters resemble characters
from Wayang Kulit (Javanese shadow
puppetry), the artist incorporates these
traditional methods of storytelling into
his contemporary artworks as a
homage to his culture. When we view
contemporary art forms, the narrative
presented can be whimsical at times
but can also contain socio-political
messages. This piece by Heri Dono is
an example of an artist who is using his
art as a socio-political commentary on
issues pertaining to his country,
Indonesia.
●

Patronage

Indonesia’s complex cultural and socio-political environment has fostered expressive artists like Heri Dono
who has made their mark in the art market where his works are collected by high profile collectors and
patrons. Why is patronage so important in the art eco-system?
●

Think / Reflect

Discuss this question in relation to cultural patronage and the growing art infrastructure in the Southeast Asian
region.
Key Words
Painting, Traditions, Mythology, Cultural History, Memory, Southeast Asia, Imagination
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Why is the title O
 ligarchy Creature?

a. Look closely at the
painting, can you describe
the creature in this work?
What do you think it
represents?

b. Using the creature in the
painting, r ecreate a scene
using your imagination.
Where is your scene
located and w
 hat will your
creature be doing?

c. What is the m
 essage that
the artist is trying to
convey with this scene or
narrative envisioned in this
painting?

At Singapore Biennale 2019 –
 Gillman Barracks: See how Thai artist Busui Ajaw also incorporates mythology
in her work, A
 yaw Jaw Bah, 2019.
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THE USE OF REPRESENTATIONAL ELEMENTS
MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE

Art Porters (SG)
Artist: Yanyun Chen
Title: I am lying, no. 2, 2019
Medium: Charcoal on Paper
●

Further Insights

The charcoal on paper artwork maintains a
classical mode of art making but the artist
has incorporated a twist in her mode of
image-making into her pieces. When we view
contemporary art forms, the beauty and
aesthetics of the work can be viscerally
experienced but behind it, the piece may
contain more conceptual intentions. This
piece by Chen is an example of an artist whose work explores floral motifs and how it can be pictured,
combined or re-invigorated materially.
●

Think/Reflect

How do you differentiate authentic and counterfeit artworks in the art market? Research into art forgery, the
distinction between a legitimate reproduction and a fake, and the use of technology in such instances.
●

Challenge Yourself

The next time you create a still-life drawing, try using objects of differing textures, states of being (fresh,
decaying and probably plastic or artificial forms) and challenge yourself to bring out the subtle differences of a
real and artificial object.
Key Words
Realism, Representational, Still-Life, Memory, Drawings, Transient, Beauty
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Why did the artist title the artwork I am lying, no. 2 ?

a. Look closely at the
drawing, the artist has
chosen to combine
artificial flowers and
decaying flowers in a
single composition. W
 hat
is the artist’s intention in
doing so?

b. Using the traditional
method of charcoal
drawing, the artist has
combined her
contemporaneous ideas
with a classical way of art
making. W
 hy did the artist
choose to use such a
medium and what e
 ffect
does the work have on the
viewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
emotional responses do
you think the artist is
hoping to convey in her
work? Do you think she is
successful in c
 onveying
these emotions? Can you
tell if the flowers are real
or made of p
 lastic/silk?
Which ones are real/fake?
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THE USE OF REPRESENTATIONAL ELEMENTS
MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE

CUC Gallery
Artist: Tulip Duong
Title: The Hybrid, 2019
Medium: Serpentine Stone
and Gear Box
●

Further Insights

The artist has incorporated the use
of found objects into her
contemporary artworks. When we
view contemporary art forms, the
ideas of the artists can be thought
provoking and whimsical at the
same time. This piece by Duong is
an example of an artist who is using
her art to critique man’s destruction of nature and our ecosystem.
●

Think / Reflect

How would you produce an artwork to comment on environmental issues?
●

Challenge Yourself

The next time you create a sculpture, try using objects of differing textures, forms and challenge yourself to
come up with a sculptural form that is also hybrid in nature.
Key Words
Ready-mades, Combines, Environmental Issues, Hybridity, Beauty
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Why did the artist title the artwork The Hybrid?

a. Look closely at the
sculpture, the artist has
chosen to combine
different types of objects
in a single sculpture. What
are they? What are the
colours, forms and details
that you o
 bserve in the
sculptural form?

b. Using the traditional
medium of s
 culpture,
artists would create forms
from materials like marble,
clay or bronze. W
 hy did the
artist choose to combine
two different materials
(one nature and the other
man-made) and w
 hat
effect does the work have
on the viewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to convey
in her work? Do you think
she is s
 uccessful in
conveying these
emotions? W
 hy did the
artist choose to produce
numerous sculptures
instead of a singular form?

At Singapore Biennale 2019 – Gillman Barracks: See how Bruneian artist Zakaria Omar uses natural materials
in his work - Fossils of Shame: The Pillars, 2010, 2019
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THE USE OF THE BODY
(PERFORMATIVE, SCULPTURAL AND PAINTERLY)
MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Richard Koh Fine Art (SG)
Artist: Joshua Kane Gomes
Title: Wallflower II, 2019,
Medium:
Mannequin legs, polyester fiber
fill, fabric & rope
●

Further Insights

In W
 allflower ll the artist has chosen to
obscure the viewers viewing of the work
by wrapping and veiling the humanoid
form using rope and fabric. This piece by
Joshua Kane Gomes is an example of an
artist whose selection and manipulation
of materials is intended at evoking strong
emotions and producing atmospheric
moods in the gallery.
●

Challenge Yourself

The next time you create a sculpture, try selecting objects and using soft fabric and strings to create a
sculpture. Such an approach was manifested in contemporary artist Christo and Jeanne-Claude who wrapped
up the famous landmark the Reichstag.
Key Words
Ready-mades, Soft sculpture, Conceptual art, Hybridity, Atmospheric
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Why is the title W
 allflower ll?

a. Look closely at the
sculpture, the artist has
chosen to use
uncommonly used art
materials. W
 hat are these
materials? W
 hat are the
colours, shapes and
textures that you observe
in the sculptural form?

b. Why did the artist choose
to combine unusual
materials (mannequin
hands and fabric) and
what effect does the work
have on the v
 iewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
idea(s) do you think the
artist is hoping to c
 onvey
in this s
 oft sculpture? Do
you think he is s
 uccessful
in conveying these
emotions? W
 hy did the
artist choose to wrap an
organic shape using fabric
and rope?

At Singapore Biennale 2019 – Gillman Barracks: See how Singaporean artist Nabilah Nordin uses found
objects in her work – A
 n Obstacle in Every Direction, 2019
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THE USE OF THE BODY
(PERFORMATIVE, SCULPTURAL AND PAINTERLY)
CULTURAL AND MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE
The Drawing Room (PH)
Artist: Lilibeth Cuenca
Rasmussen
Title Octopada, 2019
Medium: Performance
●

Further Insights

The elimination of an art object
is the basis of performance artwhere the artist uses his/her
body in a durational and spatial
mode of artmaking. The artist
has incorporated materials,
movement and time into her
contemporary way of making
art. When we view performance
art, we are at times unaware
and caught by surprise by the gestures, movement and ideas of the artist. This piece by Lilibeth Cuenca
Rasmussen is an example of an artist who is using her art to expand on the nature of contemporary art
through performances that bear significance to herself and her culture at large.
●

Challenge Yourself

How would you produce an artwork that is performative in nature? What will you do, what materials will you
use and where would you perform it?
●

Patronage

The artist has created a performance art piece that has personal meaning and is ephemeral. Discuss why a
patron (institutional, corporate or individual) would be motivated to buy this work and h
 ow they would collect it
(what form is the art that is collected?).
Key Words
Performance Art, Body as Art, Process-based, Time-based, Site-specific
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View and discuss what you see and experience.

a. During S.E.A. Focus, the
artist ‘performs’ her work
in front of the audience.
What is the medium and
form of this kind of art?

b. Using a contemporary
artform like performance
art, the artist would create
site-specific and
process-based artworks
using her body, the space
around her, where the work
unfolds in time. W
 hy did
the artist choose to
‘perform’ her art and what
effect d
 oes the work have
on the viewer?

c. What meaning(s) and
idea(s) do you think the
artist is hoping to convey
in her performative work?
Do you think she is
successful in conveying
these emotions?
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THE USE OF THE BODY
(PERFORMATIVE, SCULPTURAL AND PAINTERLY)
MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Gajah Gallery (SG)
Artist: Kara Inez
Title: Bunny, 2019
Medium:
Silicone, Rice and
Stockings
●

Further Insights

The artist has chosen an
intimate scale in creating
these bodily forms and
uses abject materials to
involve feelings of
disgust from the viewer.
This piece by Kara Inez is
an example of an artist who is using her art to evoke strong emotions from the viewer. B
 unny is intended by
the artist to challenge our social construct surrounding topics focusing on the female persona and narrating
experiences of women in our contemporary times.
●

Challenge Yourself

The title of the work is B
 unny, drawing attention to the resemblance of these forms as parts of a female body.
Why is the title important in an artwork? Why do artists choose to title their works “untitled”? Discuss this by
researching into abstraction and its related ideas.
Key Words
Assemblage, Conceptualism, Hybridity, Shock
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Why is the title B
 unny?

a. Look closely at the piece,
the artist has chosen to
use u
 nconventional
materials to create an
artwork. What are these
materials? W
 hat are the
colours, shapes and
textures that you observe
in the mixed media form?

b. The artist has created a
sculpture using materials
resembling blood and s
 kin.
Why did the artist choose
to use such materials and
what e
 ffect d
 oes the work
have on the viewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to c
 onvey
in this sculpture? Do you
think she is s
 uccessful in
conveying these
emotions? W
 hy did the
artist choose to place the
organic form in a m
 etal
tray?
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THE USE OF THE BODY
(PERFORMATIVE, SCULPTURAL AND PAINTERLY)
CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE
STPI (SG)
Artist: Pinaree Sanpitak
Title: Breast Vessel II - 1,
2018
Medium: Hardground
etching and relief print
on paper
●

Further Insights

Pinaree Sanpitak is a
conceptual artist whose works
are closely related to herself, her
culture, ideas of womanhood
and the female body. The artist
has chosen to reimagine the
human body in an evocative and
new way. She has drawn on
universal references in
producing works that are ambiguous and open to interpretation.
●

Challenge Yourself

Pinaree’s artistic oeuvre extends beyond printmaking to include paintings, collages, drawings and sculptural
forms. Research into what other materials she uses in her works and discover why these materials are
significant in understanding how she works and ideates.
Key Words
Painting, Abstraction, Tactility, Collage, Juxtaposition, Minimalism
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Why is the title B
 reast Vessel II-1 ?

a. Look closely at the piece,
what are the colours,
shapes and textures that
you observe in the
artwork?

b. Using a method of
reducing recognisable
forms into simplified
shapes, the artist has
produced a semi-abstract
artwork. W
 hy did the artist
choose to focus on such
forms and what e
 ffect
does the work have on the
viewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to c
 onvey
in this artwork? Do you
think she is s
 uccessful in
conveying these
emotions?

At Singapore Biennale 2019 – Gillman Barracks: See how Thai artist Dusadee Huntrakul uses ceramic vessels
in his work – The Map for the Soul to Return to the Body, 2019
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NEW MODES OF MAKING
(INSTALLATION AND COLLABORATIVE PRACTICES)
MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Wei-Ling Gallery (MY)
Artist: Cheng Yen Pheng
Title: Untitled, 2014
Medium: Stitching on
clothes, singlets, shorts
● Further Insights
For S.E.A. Focus, the artist has
chosen to showcase a body of
work that “composes her own
museum of life”. As a storyteller
she presents ideas related to
her femininity and her personal
situation of moving out from the
village to the city in her art
installation. When we view
contemporary art forms, the ideas of the artists can be thought provoking, controversial and whimsical at the
same time. In Cheng Yen Pheng’s art practice, she often uses her art to present personal narratives to the
viewer either through her use of homemade or home-grown materials in her artworks to communicate her
personal struggles.
●

Challenge Yourself

The artist has assembled and materialised objects and forms in an installation format to present her ideas.
Instead of drawing, painting or making a sculpture, challenge yourself by planning and actualising an
installation that depicts one or a few aspects of your life.
Key Words
Installation, Conceptualism, Femininity, Mixed Media, Dynamism
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View and discuss what you see.

a. Look closely at the piece,
the artist has chosen to
use a combination of
three-dimensional and
two-dimensional forms to
create an artwork. W
 hat
are the materials used?
What are the colours,
shapes and textures
observed in the
installation?

b. The artist has created an
art installation. W
 hy did
the artist choose to focus
on producing such a
contemporary form of art
and what e
 ffect does the
work have on the v
 iewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to c
 onvey
in this installation? Do you
think she is s
 uccessful in
conveying these
emotions?
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NEW MODES OF MAKING
(INSTALLATION AND COLLABORATIVE PRACTICES)
CULTURAL AND MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE

Silverlens Galleries (PH)
Artist: Yee I-Lann
Title: Local Matters, 2019
Medium: Pandanus weave,
Bajau Sama DiLaut
Tepomats
●

Further Insights

The use of indigenous medium is
observed in the artist’s work as well
as other Southeast Asian artists.
When we view contemporary art
forms, the ideas of the artists can
be personal reflections and a
response to their cultural
background at the same time. This
piece L
 ocal Matters is an example
of an artist who is using her art to
weave the traditional with the contemporary.
●

Challenge Yourself

The title of the work is L
 ocal Matters, drawing attention to the use of local materials and medium. Why is the
title important in an artwork? Why do artists choose to title their works this way”? Discuss this by researching
into traditional Southeast Asian craft types and its related cultural ideas.
Key Words
Indigenous, Collaborative, Memory, Photography
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Why is the title L
 ocal Matters?

a. Look closely at the piece,
what a
 re these materials?
What are the colours,
shapes and textures that
you observe in the mixed
media piece?

b. Using local subject matter
as her starting point, w
 hy
did the artist choose to
focus on weaving and
what effect does the work
have on the v
 iewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to c
 onvey
in this collaborative
artwork? Do you think she
is s
 uccessful in conveying
these e
 motions? Why d
 id
the artist choose to use
traditional motifs a
 nd
indigenous medium like
batik and bamboo in her
pieces?

At Singapore Biennale 2019 – Gillman Barracks: See how Taiwanese artist Chang En-Man looks at indigenous
culture in her work – S
 nail Paradise, 2019
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NEW MODES OF MAKING
(INSTALLATION AND COLLABORATIVE PRACTICES)
CULTURAL AND MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE

Chan + Hori Contemporary (SG)
Artists: Ahmad Abu Bakar and Lugas Syllabus
Title: From Land to Land (Dari Tanah KeDarat)
●

Further Insights

The use of collaboration in art is a common practice in contemporaneous times. The artists dialogue and work
together in producing artworks that address current cultural, social or political issues. When we view
contemporary art forms, the ideas of the artists can be thought provoking, controversial and reflective at the
same time. Both the pieces presented in From Land to Land t ouch on issues of nationality, faith and cultural
traditions.
●

Challenge Yourself

The title of the work is F
 rom Land to Land, with a friend brainstorm on a collaborative artwork that touches on
this idea of national identity. You may choose to use sculptures, paintings, drawings, performance art or
installation art.
Key Words
Collaboration, Conceptualism, Daily life (the everyday), Mixed media
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Why is the title of the collaboration
From Land to Land?

a. Look closely at the pieces,
the artists have chosen to
collaboratively create an
artwork. What are the
materials used? What are
the colours, shapes and
textures that you observe
in the two forms of art
(sculpture and painting)?

b. Recreating scenes from
their lands, both artists
have created artworks that
depict their reaction to the
lands that they m
 igrated
to. W
 hy did the artist
choose to focus on such
forms and what e
 ffect
does the work have on the
viewer?

c. What meaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to c
 onvey
in this collaborative
artwork? Do you think they
are s
 uccessful in
conveying these e
 motions
about their c
 ultural
backgrounds?

At Singapore Biennale 2019 – Gillman Barracks: See how Japanese artist Koki Tanaka produces
works like Abstracted / Family, 2019 through what he calls “collective acts.”
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THE USE OF ABSTRACTION
CULTURAL AND MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE

Silverlens Galleries (PH)
Artist: Mit Jai Inn
Title: Patchwork 2, 2019
Medium: Oil on Canvas
●

Further Insights

The artist has approached painting in a
contemporary way- choosing to make works that
are non-representation. His canvas, both large
and small, has a mesmerising quality that draws
the viewer in. This piece by Mit Jai Inn is an
example of an artist who combines Eastern and
Western painting influences in his process of art
making, where he emphasises the process of
material investigation over completing a finished
work of art.
●

Challenge Yourself

Mit Jai Inn is known for his multi-layered
compositions both massive and miniature, that
are at times rolled up or placed on the floor. His
approach to painting is unique and open-ended,
where he encourages viewers to interact with his
work or view the compositions from multiple
perspectives. Challenge yourself by making a
work that can be placed on the ground or
displayed in a unique manner instead of being hung on the wall.
Key Words
Abstraction, Cultural Influence, Spirituality, Interaction, Meditation, Scale
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Why did the artist title the artwork Patchwork 2?

a. Look closely at the piece,
the artist has chosen to
use a m
 ultitude of colours
to create an artwork. What
are these materials,
colours, shapes and
textures that you observe
in the draped form?

b. Using only s
 trips of colour
the artist has created a
visually appealing piece.
Why d
 id the artist choose
to focus on such forms
and w
 hat effect does the
work have on the v
 iewer?

c. What meaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to convey
in this artwork? Do you
think he is s
 uccessful in
conveying these
emotions?
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THE USE OF ABSTRACTION
MATERIAL SIGNIFICANCE
Yavuz Gallery (SG)
Artist:
Luke Heng
Title:
Non-Place, 2019
Medium:
Oil on Linen
●

Further Insights

The use of oil on canvas or
linen enables the artist to
establish the gestures and
marks that appear transient
and impermanent. His works
may include materials like
paraffin wax amongst other things. This piece by Luke Heng is an example of an artist experimenting with
pictorial space, abstraction and painterly qualities to create liminal works that explore ideas of spirituality and
materiality on a flat two-dimensional surface.
●

Challenge Yourself

The artist has included materials like paraffin wax onto his canvas. His approach to painting is experimental,
exploratory and open-ended. Challenge yourself by making a work that uses unconventional materials that has
qualities and characteristics of abstract paintings.
Key Words
Abstract Expressionism, Spirituality, Materiality, Monochromatic, layers
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Why did the artist title the artwork Non-Place?

a. Look closely at the
piece, the artist has
chosen to use o
 il paints
on linen t o create an
artwork. W
 hat are the
colours, shapes and
textures that you
observe in the painting?

b. Using layers of paint, his
abstract paintings have
a sense of movement.
Why d
 id the artist
choose to focus on such
forms and what e
 ffect
does the work have on
the v
 iewer?

c. What m
 eaning(s) and
ideas do you think the
artist is hoping to
convey in this oil
painting? Do you think
he is successful i n
conveying these
emotions?

At Singapore Biennale 2019 – Gillman Barracks: See how Chinese artist Hu Yun creates ephemeral works like
Carving Water, Melting Stones, 2019
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS
Art Patronage refers to the support, sponsorship and commissions given to artists. Many of art history’s
masterpieces would not have been created if not for the support of such benefactors. Today’s contemporary
arts patronage is more complex and can consist of public institutions, companies or corporations, non-profit
organisations as well as individuals or foundations.
Installation Art is an artistic genre of three-dimensional works that are often site-specific and created to
transform the perception of a space. The installation artworks often occupy a gallery space that the spectator
walks into to engage fully with the work. What makes installation art different from sculpture or paintings is
that it is an immersive experience, rather than a display of individual artworks.
Installation art focuses on how the viewer experiences the work and is a relatively new genre of contemporary
art, practiced by an increasing number of artists, which incorporates a range of 2-D and 3-D materials to
influence how we experience a particular space.
Performance Art is an artistic genre created through actions performed by the artist or other participants,
which may be recorded or live, scripted or totally spontaneous.
Performance art focuses on physical movement, live-ness and engages directly with social reality, the specific
space in which it takes place in and relates to artistic considerations of identity.
Abstract Art is applied to art that does not represent an accurate visual reality but instead uses colours,
shapes and forms as well as gestural marks to achieve its desired effect of departing from reality in depiction
in art.
Terms like abstract expressionism, non-representational art, non-objective art or non-figurative art are related
terms.
Collaborative Art is an aspect of contemporary art that entails a new perception of the resulting artwork.
Instead of focusing on a single creator, importance is shifted to the evidence of a convergence of multiple
creators. This form of art is dynamic where meanings are generated through a shared process of art making.
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